
This is your plan to get back on your 3Rs Action Plan. This is also your plan on how to modify 
and improve both your 3Rs Action Plan and your Avert Relapse Plan, so you are less likely to 
fall off them in the future.

Ask yourself: What went wrong with my 3Rs Action Plan? Why didn’t my Avert Relapse Plan 
work? How do I have to modify my 3Rs Action Plan so that I will want to stay on it more? How 
do I have to modify my Avert Relapse Plan so I will not fall off my 3Rs Action Plan 
completely? What steps will I take to get back on track? How will I defuse my discouragement? 
How will I face my failure? Who or what can help me to end this relapse? Do I need to start 
smaller and work up to a bigger plan? Do I need to be more realistic, gentle, considerate, or 
reasonable in forming my plans? Use some of the same questions you used to improve your 
Avert Plan. See the section directly above this one.

Early cues and indications I am quitting:
Actions to overcome cues and indications of quitting:
Symptoms I am quitting:
Actions to overcome symptoms of quitting:
Signs or signals I am quitting:
Actions to overcome signs or signals of quitting:
Clues of boredom with plans:
Clues of discouragement with plans:
Clues of excuses for not staying on plans:
Clues of laziness with following plans:
Clues of procrastination with doing plans:
Actions to overcome boredom:
Actions to overcome discouragement:
Actions to overcome excuses:
Actions to overcome laziness:
Actions to overcome procrastination:
Who will help me get back on plan:
What will help me get back on plan:
Who can help me make better plans:
What can help me make better plans:
Who will agree to monitor my Avert Plan:
What can monitor my Avert Plan:
Record of my practicing my Avert Plan:
Results monitoring of my Avert Plan:
Motivation tactics to experiment with:
Reinforcement tactics to experiment with:
Rewards to experiment with:
Revisions to 3Rs Plan:
Revisions to Avert Plan:
Revisions to Relapse Plan:
Revisions to experiment with:	
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Recover Relapse Plan: from Chapter 8 of the book Ego
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